How can I display PK parameters such as Cmax and Clearance values for anti-infectives specific for eyes (Optics)

Step 1 - PharmaPendium Home Page
To access the Pharmacokinetic Data Module click on the icon in the middle pane or in the top navigation bar. This Home page shows the entire PharmaPendium Suite. Only those that are covered by your subscription will be shown.

Step 2
Select Drugs and Drug Classes category from the PK search form page. Scroll down the left hand menu to Anti-infectives-optics. Select Done.

Step 3
Select the type of data by clicking on Parameter ranges, then on Absorption, then Concentration and finally Cmax. Then select Done.
Step 4
To select additional parameter data, click on Add parameter ranges and select a parameter of interest such as Elimination. Then select Clearance. Select Done to see all parameters selected on the PK search form. When all the parameters are selected click on Search.

Step 5
Apply filters to refine the search results by clicking on the vertical tab to the left of the result table. Examine the filter categories and parameters and select, then click on Apply.